Our bodies have an immune system to protect foreign compound from us. Two helper T cells play a great role in this immune system, and it has revealed that the collapse of this balance (Th1/Th2 immune balance) can be causes or factors for worsening various diseases.

Then we focus on the balance of Th1/Th2 immune and aim for the establishment of testing method toward cancer, allergy, and auto immune disease, and new ways of therapies including tumor peptide vaccine / Th1 cell therapy.

We are a bio venture company from Hokkaido University and AIST, inviting Professor Takashi Nishimura of Institute for Genetic Medicine for director of research and development. We aim to contribute to society to establish innovative healthcare system and accomplish healthy longevity while cooperating with private sectors and private healthcare institutes.

**Major Product Lines**: Immune testing (research testing), R&D of medicinal drugs, regeneration medicine (cell therapy), consulting and administration works